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Abstract

An Acoustic Black Hole (ABH) is a passive vibration damping device based

on a local reduction of the thickness associated to a thin layer of attenuating

material. This work aims at theoretically revisit the ABH effect by analyzing

the ABH trapped modes in the complex frequency plane. This analysis relies

on an analytical model based on the one-dimensional thin beam theory and the

transfer matrix method assuming that the ABH termination is discretized by

constant thickness piecewise elements. The model is validated against numerical

simulations by the Finite Element Method. The reflection coefficients of several

ABH terminations are studied. The results show that an ABH presents an

infinite number of modes associated to an infinite number of poles and zeros,

the density and quality factor of which depend on the order of the ABH profile.

Therefore, the damping efficiency of the ABH termination results from a balance

between the energy leakage of each mode and the added losses. In particular, the

broadband absorption of the vibration energy is achieved for frequencies higher

than the one of the mode that is critically coupled due to the low quality factor

of the poles and zeros. This type of analysis is used to interpret the ABH effect.

It provides the optimised damping needed to obtain critical coupling condition,

and is suitable for the optimization of one-dimensional ABH terminations.

Keywords: vibration damper, Acoustic Black Hole effect, reflection coefficient,

critical coupling
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1. Introduction

Vibration damping of mechanical structures at low frequencies is a crucial is-

sue in terms of safety, stability, and comfort in many industrial applications. The

usual passive way to solve this problem relies on the use of viscoelastic coatings

[1]. In this case, the vibration damping results from heat dissipation obtained

with the shear forces in the viscoelastic material. Nevertheless, this solution may

be accompanied by a significant increase in the structure weight which becomes

inconvenient for obvious practical,ecological and economic reasons. The use of

the Acoustic Black Hole (ABH) is therefore particularly relevant in this context.

The ideal implementation of an ABH in an one-dimensional (1D) beam consists

of continuously decreasing the beam thickness according to a power-law till it

vanishes [2]. As a result, the flexural wave slows down by propagating along

the termination until reaching zero phase and group velocities at its extremity.

The wave is therefore not reflected and an anechoic termination is obtained.

However, in practice the thickness profile must be truncated. This leads to a

non-null thickness at its tip and therefore to a total reflection of the flexural

waves in the absence of loss. However, losses are not avoidable, and combining

the ABH effect and the presence of losses damping devices has been proposed

as spiral ABHs [3], compound ABHs [4], and ABHs resonant beam damper [5].

Other kind of applications as insulating [6] and lensing [7] devices have been

also proposed.

Recently, the representation of the eigenvalues of the scattering matrix in

the complex frequency plane has been exploited to interpret and design perfect

absorbers [8, 9]. In the case of a locally resonant termination, for instance an

ABH termination, these eigenvalues are given by the reflection coefficient. It

has been shown that the reflection coefficient presents pairs of zeros and poles in

the complex frequency plane. These zeros and poles are complex conjugate one

with respect to the other in the lossless case, thus being symmetric with respect

to the real frequency plane. In the ideal case of an ABH in which the thickness

is zero, the reflection coefficient should present a continuous of poles and zeros
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that coalesce at the real frequency axis. However, this situation is not realistic

since the thickness, despite its small value, is nonetheless always finite. In this

case, infinite discrete symmetric pairs of poles and zeros appear in the complex

frequency plane. At this stage, it is worth noting that the imaginary part of the

pole represents the energy leakage between the ABH tip and the main beam as

this kind of terminations can be interpreted as open resonators [9].

The damping efficiency of these open resonators can be improved by making

use of the inherent losses of the system. In doing so, for instance by taping a layer

of viscoelastic material along the thickness profile [9], the zero and poles can

be tuned in the frequency plane. Thus, as the loss increases the pair zero/pole

moves along the imaginary frequency axis in the same direction, locating the

zeros closer to the real frequency axis. In particular, perfect absorption of the

incident wave can be achieved when the zero is located on the real frequency

axis, or physically when the energy leakage is perfectly compensated by the

added losses. This corresponds to the critical coupling condition [10]. This has

been widely used to design perfect absorbers in various fields of wave physics

[11, 12, 13]. Concurrently, it has been shown that the damping efficiency of

a practical ABH, also called ABH effect, can be significantly improved also

by adding a thin layer of viscoelastic material along the ABH profile [14, 15].

The reflection coefficient of such a system has been studied both experimentally

[16] and numerically by using various methods: plane wave decomposition [17]

or multimodal approaches [18], Finite Difference [19] or Finite Element [20]

methods, and wavelet decomposition [21] to cite a few. In general, the ABH

effect is characterized by drops of the reflection coefficient at specific frequencies

corresponding to modes of the tapered zone [19]. However, it has not been shown

in detail how the losses have to be managed to obtain the perfect absorption of

flexural waves.

This article reports on this link between the complex nature of the trapped

modes within a 1D ABH and its reflection coefficient drops, in terms of depth

and frequency width. More specifically, the purpose of the present article is to

analyse first the absorbing efficiency of the ABH by using the critical coupling
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condition which has been recently introduced to analyze the damping of flexural

waves [9]. The absorption of the ABH termination can be controlled by tuning

the losses introduced via the added viscoelastic coating and the geometry of the

ABH. Two strategies to optimize the absorption efficiency of an ABH termina-

tion at low frequency are then proposed, both consisting in applying the critical

coupling condition. The first consists in tuning the losses introduced by the

viscoelastic layer by shaping its thickness profil in order to achieve the critical

coupling condition at several resonances of the ABH. The second strategy is

based on the addition of a mass at the extremity of the ABH which decreases

the first resonance frequency of the ABH. The critical coupling is then applied at

this specific frequency to obtain a low frequency absorption by the termination.

The analyzed system is composed of a main beam terminated by open res-

onator which corresponds to an ABH of finite length. The ABH termination is

discretized by constant thickness piecewise elements. A thin viscoelastic coat-

ing is also attached to the ABH creating a composite material. This composite

material is modeled with the Ross-Kerwin-Ungar (RKU) method [1]. The vibra-

tion response of the composite ABH is studied by means of the transfer matrix

method (TMM) [22]. In particular, the eigenvalue of the scattering matrix, S,

for the propagating waves are analyzed in the complex frequency plane [8, 9],

providing insightful interpretation on the absorption efficiency of the ABH.

The work is organized as follows. In Section 2, the theoretical model used

to analyze the reflection of flexural wave by a profiled termination is presented

for a 1D reflection problem. In Section 3, the physical interpretations of the

ABH effect of a truncated ABH with a coating layer by using the complex

frequency plane in the lossless and lossy cases are presented. Section 4 proposes

two strategies to optimize the absorption efficiency of an ABH termination at

low frequency. The first consists in tuning the losses introduced by the added

coating layer in order to apply the critical coupling condition. The second

strategy consists in adding a mass at the end of the ABH in order to introduce

a degree of freedom in the low frequency regime, where the ABH is not efficient.

All the analytical results are validated against a numerical model using finite
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Figure 1: (a) Diagrams of the 1D reflection problem for flexural waves. (b) Spatial discreti-

sation of the thickness profil of the ABH termination.

element formalism. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main results and gives

the concluding remarks.

2. Theoretical model for the reflection of flexural waves by a profiled

termination

This Section describes the theoretical model used to study the absorption

of flexural waves by a 1D open, lossy, and profiled termination. The model is

based on the TMM as proposed by Mace [22] and previously used to interpret

the perfect absorption of flexural waves of a termination composed of a thin

connected beam of uniform thickness [9]. This method is applied here to cal-

culate the reflection coefficient of semi-infinite beam terminations described by

N − 1 piecewise constant property profiles, as depicted in Fig. 1.
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2.1. Reflection problem

Consider a time harmonic (eiωt) incident plane wave that impinges the ABH

termination from the left (see Fig. 1(a)). The ABH is discretized into N − 1

beams of identical length ∆x, but of height hj , bending stiffness Dj = EIj

where Ij = bh3j/12 denotes the second moment of area, b being the beam width,

and wavenumbers k4j =
ρjhjω

2

Dj
, j = 0, ..., N (see Fig. 1(b)). The material of the

main beam and the uncoated ABH termination is identical, with E its Young’s

modulus and ρ its density. The losses are accounted for via a loss factor η,

the Young’s modulus thus being E = E(1 + iη). The possible variations of the

loss factor against the frequency are ignored in this study, and η is assumed

yo be constant. This assumption is reasonnable in the case of the aluminium

beam studied in this paper. The continuity and equilibrium of the displacement,

slope, bending moment and shear force are considered at the interfaces between

each consecutive beams. Assuming the Euler-Bernoulli conditions, the flexural

displacement w in the main beam, i.e., for x > Lt, reads as

w = a+ + a− = (I + RN) · a+, (1)

where a are the complex amplitude vectors of the propagative and evanescent

waves, the signs + and − denote the ingoing and outgoing waves respectively,

RN is the reflection matrix at x = Lt, i.e. at the interface between the main

beam and the ABH termination, and I is the identity matrix.

The expression of RN is a combination of reflection and transmission matri-

ces at the interfaces of all the discrete beams that form the termination. It is

obtained iteratively starting from the reflection matrix of the free termination

R0 = rfree given by

rfree =

 −ı (1 + ı)

(1− ı) ı

 . (2)

The iterative scheme takes the following form [22]

Rj = rj−1, j + tj−1, j(fj−1Rj−1fj−1)−1 − rj, j−1)−1tj, j−1, for j = 1 to N, (3)
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where ri,j and ti,j are the reflection and transmission matrices from section i

to section j respectively. Considering the continuity and equilibrium of the

displacement, slope, bending moment and shear force, these matrices are given

by

tij =
4

∆ij

 (1 + βij)(1 + γij) (−1 + iβij)(1− γij)

(−1− iβij)(1− γij) (1 + βij)(1 + γij)

 , (4)

rij =
2

∆ij

−2(β2
ij − 1)γij − iβij(1− γij)2 (1 + i)βij(1− γ2ij)

(1− i)βij(1− γ2ij) −2(β2
ij − 1)γij + iβij(1− γij)2

 ,
(5)

where βij =
kj
ki

and γij =
Djk

2
j

Dik2i
correspond to the ratios of wavenumbers and

bending wave impedances, and ∆ij = (1 + βij)
2(1 + γij)

2 − (1 + β2
ij)(1− γij)2.

The diagonal transfer matrix in the uniform beams fj is expressed as

fj =

e−ikjx 0

0 e−kjx

 . (6)

RN is thus a 2× 2 matrix where the upper diagonal component corresponds to

the reflection coefficient of the propagative wave. The study focuses on the term

RN = RN(1, 1) that is the only one related to the carried energy. Only RN(1, 1)

and RN(2, 1) contribute to the reflected field in the abscence of evanescent

incident wave. Moreover, RN(2, 1) vanishes in the far-field (x → −∞), as it

corresponds to converted wave from the propagative to evanescent ones during

the reflexion process. The absorption coefficient αR can thus be written as:

αr = 1− |RN |2, x→ −∞. (7)

2.2. Introducing viscoelastic losses in the system: the RKU model

A thin viscoelastic layer of identical material, and constant thickness piece-

wise hlj is now added all along the termination length as shown in Fig. 1. Each

discretized element of the viscoelastic layer coincides with those of the ABH.

The losses are assumed to be frequency independent and characterized by a
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Young Modulus El(1 + iηl), where ηl is the loss factor of the viscoelastic ma-

terial. Using the RKU model [1], the effective bending stiffness Dc
j of the j-th

discretized composite beam of the coated tapered area is written as [17]:

Dc
j = EIj

[
(1 + iη) + ech̃

3
c(1 + iηl) +

3 + (1 + h̃c)
2echc[1− ηηl + i(η + ηl)]

1 + ech̃c(1 + jηl)

]
,

(8)

where the indices j and l stand for the parameters of the uncoated j-th beam

of the termination and the absorbing layer respectively, ec = El/E and h̃c =

hlj/hj . In addition, the wave number kcj of the j-th composite beam satisfies

(kcj)
4 =

ρcjh
c
jω

2

Dc
j

, where hcj = hlj + hj is the total composite height and ρcj =

(ρjhj + ρlhl)/h
c
j is the density.

3. Interpretation of the ABH effect by analyzing RN in the complex

frequency plane

The absorption of flexural waves by a discretized 1D ABH termination coated

by a viscoelastic layer is now analyzed in the reflection problem. In this section,

the thickness hlj of the viscoelastic layer is considered constant such that hlj = hl,

for j = 0, ..., N − 1 . The eigenvalue of the scattering matrix of the propagative

wave reduces to RN in the current case and is analyzed in the complex frequency

plane[8, 9]. The material properties and geometric parameters are also given in

table 1.

3.1. Analysis of lossless ABH terminations with different thickness profiles.

Four configurations of termination with different thickness profiles of the

uncoated ABH are analyzed in this paragraph. The four thickness profiles differ

one another by their power-law χ such that each profile equation reads as :

h(x) = hN

(
x

Lt

)χ
,∀x > L0. (9)

The analyzed orders are linear (χ = 1), quadratic (χ = 2), cubic (χ = 3)

and quartic (χ = 4) respectively and are depicted in Fig. 2(d). The reflection
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Geometric parameters Material parameters

hN = 5 mm ρ = 2700 kg.m−3

Main beam b = 2 cm E = 70 GPa

η

h0 = 0.1125 mm ρj

b = 2 cm Dj

Acoustic Black Hole Lt = 20 cm

L0 = 3 cm

N = 201

hl = 0.7 mm El = 0.5× 10−3 GPa

Coating layer ρl = 950 kg.m−3

ηl

Table 1: Geometric and material parameters of the studied systems. The value of the loss

factors η and ηl depends on the experimental set-up used. The parameter b corresponds to

the width of the system.

problem is analyzed first for each configuration in the lossless case. In this

case, no dissipation is considered and Young moduli are pure real (η = ηl =

0). log10(|RN |) of the different thickness profiles are depicted in Fig. 2(a)-(d).

For each profil order, the poles and zeros are symmetric by pair with respect

to the real frequency axis in the lossless case, i.e. the complex frequencies

associated to one pair of pole and zero are complex conjugate one from the

other. This symmetric distribution comes from the time invariance symmetry

of the scattering matrix [8]. The pole frequencies correspond to the resonances

of the ABH termination while the zero frequencies correspond to destructive

interference phenomena. The value of |RN | along the real frequency axis is equal

to 1 as expected since no energy is lost in the system and the incoming wave

is completely reflected back (see Fig. 2(d)). Since the ABH terminations are

open resonators, the imaginary part of the poles in the lossless case represents

the amount of energy leaked by the resonator through the main beam [8]. The

quality factor of the resonances can be given by Q =
Im(ωp)
2Re(ωp)

where ωp is the
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Figure 2: (a)-(d) Representation of log10(|RN |) in the complex frequency plane for different

thickness profiles of ABH in the lossless case (linear, quadratic, cubic and quartic thickness

profiles respectively). (e) Thickness profiles of the ABH studied in (a)-(d).

complex frequency of the pole [8].

By observing the general trend of the discret distribution of poles and zeros:

it is possible to note that the imaginary part of the poles (and zeros) increases

(decreases) when the real part of the frequency increases, meaning that more

energy leaks out through the resonator when the frequency increases and there-

fore the quality factor of the resonance decreases as the frequency increases.

However the value of the quality factor depends on the analyzed profile. Of

particular interest is the increase of the quality factor of the modes, as well as

the increase of the density of poles for profiles with higher order as shown in

Figs. 2(a)-(d). The imaginary part of the frequency for a given zero is closer

to the real frequency axis as the order of the profile increases, meaning that

the quality factor is higher and the mode is more trapped in the termination

with bigger order profile. The energy leakage is therefore lower for higher order
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profiles. As the imaginary frequency of the pole decreases, the quality factor Q

increases, leading to narrower poles and thus zeros.

The previous analysis corresponds to the lossless case. The next stage is

to introduce losses in order to shift the zeros to the real frequency axis and

design efficient absorbing materials. The first step consists in choosing the best

profile. To do that, a compromise between the density of poles and the quality

factor should be obtained. In fact, if a low (high) order profile is chosen, the

density of poles will be low (high) and the quality factor will be low (high),

requiring big (low) amount of losses to produce a rippled absorption spectrum

with broad (narrow) absorption ripples. The quadratic profile is chosen here,

with χ = 2 which shows a reasonable density of poles with a leakage that can

be compensated by realistic materials as the one used in [9].

3.2. Lossy case.

Losses are now introduced into the system by adding an imaginary part to

the Young modulus of the damping material of the viscoelastic coating such that

it reads as El(1+iηl). Losses in the uncoated termination and the main beam are

neglected, η = 0. In doing so, the symmetry between the poles and zeros with

respect to the real frequency axis is broken [8]. Figs. 3(b)-(c) depict log10(|RN |)

in the complex frequency plane for two different values of ηl, which have to be

compared to the lossless case depicted in Fig. 3(a) (ηl = 0). As the losses induced

by the damping layer increase (ηl = 2 in Fig. 3(b) and ηl = 4 in Fig. 3(c)), the

zeros move to the real frequency axis. Drops of |R|2 appear therefore in Fig. 2(d)

associated to the resonance frequencies of the ABH termination. The closer to

the real frequency axis the zero in the complex frequency plane, the greater

the drop of |R|2 with respect to the real frequency with two distinct situations:

either the zeros are located in the opposite half space of the poles and losses lack,

or the zeros are located in the same half space as the poles and losses exceed.

When the amount of losses exactly compensates the leakage of the system, the

corresponding zero of the reflection coefficient is located on the real frequency

axis, e.g. at Re(f)=3108 Hz in Fig. 3(b). This situation is known as the critical
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Figure 3: (a)-(c) Representation of log10(|RN |) in the complex frequency plane for different

values of loss factor of the beam η and the viscous layer ηl. (d) Blue continuous, red dash-

dotted and black dotted lines show the analytical reflection coefficient according to the real

frequency for the configuration of (a),(b) and (c) respectively. Black and red circles show the

numerical validations of configuration (b) and (c) respectively. (e) Zoom of the analytical

curves of (d).

coupling condition [10] and implies the impedance matching between the main

beam and the resonator, leading to a perfect absorption of the incident wave at

this specific real frequency (see Fig. 3d).

An overlapping of the zero width on the real frequency axis is observed

in Fig. 3(b) above the frequency for which the coupling condition is satisfied

(3108Hz). This is due to the geometry of the resonator that leads to low quality

factor resonances. The overlapping of the wide zeros results in a broadband

quasi-perfect absorption and |RN |2 ' 0 in this frequency range (see Fig. 3(d)).

This result is one interpretation of the ABH effect at high frequency and is the

main contribution of this paper. The damping effect of a truncated ABH is

a consequence of the critical coupling at one resonance frequency of the ABH
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Figure 4: Thickness profile of the ABH termination (grey) and the coating layer (black).

and the broadband quasi-perfect absorption at higher frequencies. For practical

application, one interesting goal is to design a critically coupled system at the

lowest resonance as possible. However, this may require a huge amount of

losses, therefore increasing the mass of the system, possibly destroying the higher

frequency efficiency. Other strategies should therefore be developed.

4. Enhancement of the absorption of an ABH termination.

This section proposes methods to enhance the absorption performance of

an ABH termination. These methods are based on the use of the complex

frequency plane, and can also be applied to any geometry of termination. Two

methods are presented. The first one is based on the spatial distribution of the

losses introduced by the coating layer by gradually changing its thickness, i.e.

hlj is also varying with hj , j = 0, ..., N − 1. The second one consists in slightly

modifying the geometry of the ABH, by adding a mass at the termination end.

In this case, the critical coupling at the first zero of the termination may be

obtained, leading to a perfect absorption at low frequency.

4.1. Tuning the losses introduced by the coating layer

An enhancement of the absorption properties of an ABH is proposed through

tuning the distribution of losses along the ABH termination. Except for the

thickness of the coating layer, the geometric and material parameters of the

ABH and the coating layer remain the same in this study as in the previous

sections (see Table 1).The thickness profile of the coating layer is shaped so
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that the losses introduced in the system efficiently compensate the leakage for

each resonance of the termination, producing a broadband absorption. The

progressive variation of losses is based on a similar phenomenon to graded ma-

terials [23]. The incoming wave reduces its speed progressively as it propagates

through the ABH. The thickness of the coating layer (and thus the amount of

losses) is tapered in such a way that the losses are higher where the wave travels

faster. The thickness profile of the coating layer therefore decreases as well as

the one of the beam as depicted in Fig. 4 and it is defined as:

hl(x) = 1.36× h0
(
x

Lt

)2

,∀x > L0. (10)

Figs. 5(a)-(b) show the reflection coefficient of the ABH and the coating

layer described in Fig. 4 in the complex frequency plane in the lossless (η =

0, ηl = 0) and lossy (η = 0, ηl = 2) cases respectively. As the losses are

introduced, the set of zeros are all aligned on the real frequency axis. The critical

coupling is therefore performed for each resonance frequency in the analyzed

frequency band, leading to a total absorption of flexural waves at these particular

frequencies. In order to compare, Fig. 5(c)-(d) depict the reflection coefficient of

the ABH with a coating layer of constant thickness hl = 4.7 mm in the complex

frequency plane in the lossless (η = 0, ηl = 0) and the lossy cases (η = 0, ηl = 2)

respectively. Both configurations are designed in such a way that they provide

the same absorption performance at the first resonance frequency f0 = 185.2 Hz

of the termination in the lossy case. It is worth noting that the quality factor

and the density of poles depend on the profile of the coating layer: the uniform

coating layer provides smaller density of poles and smaller quality factors than

the profiled one. However larger zeros in the complex frequency plane are present

for the uniform profile (see Fig. 5(d)).

Contrary to the profiled case, the uniform one produces a distribution of

large zeros that are not aligned in the real frequency axis, so without perfect

absorption peaks. In the case of the uniform coating layer, the control of the

position of a given zero cannot be achieved independently from the others since
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Figure 5: (a)-(b) Representation of log10(|RN |) of the ABH with the profiled coating layer

in the complex frequency plane for the lossless (η = 0, ηl = 0) and lossy (η = 0, ηl = 2)

case respectively. (c)-(d) Representation of log10(|RN |) of the ABH with a coating layer of

constant thickness (hl = 4.7 mm) in the complex frequency plane for the lossless (η = 0,

ηl = 0) and lossy (η = 0, ηl = 2) case respectively. (e) Blue dash-dotted line and black circles

show the reflection coefficient of the ABH with a profiled coating layer according to the real

frequencies. Red line shows the analytical reflection coefficient of the ABH with a coating

layer of constant thickness (hl = 4.7 mm). (f) Zoom of the analytical curves of (e).
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Figure 6: Diagram of the spatial discretisation of the ABH with an added mass.

the introduced losses are frequency independent in the model, but also since

the thickness and ηl are constant (see also Figs. 5(c)-(d)). Furthermore, all the

zeros are aligned in the real frequency axis in the profiled coating as shown in

Figs. 5(a)-(b). This result highlights how a profiled coatings can be used to

produce a cascade of perfect absorption peaks. In order to highlight this point,

the reflection coefficients of these two types of ABH terminations are shown in

Fig. 5(e). The profiled case shows several peaks with perfect absorption while

the uniform profile has peaks with lower quality factors.

4.2. ABH termination with an added mass

Another parametric analysis based on the complex frequency plane is pro-

posed to improve the absorbing performance of the ABH at low frequencies.

The study is carried out by modifying the geometry of the ABH. In particular,

a mass is added at the termination end with a varying thickness. The thickness

hm of the mass varies from 0.2 mm to 5 mm. The termination+beam system

is still discretized by N = 201 beams and the mass consists of increasing the

thickness of the 11 first beams of the termination (see Fig. 6). The geometric

and material parameters of the ABH and the coating layer remain the same as

in the previous section and are described in Tab. 1. The lossy case is considered

here and η = 0 and ηl = 2.

Fig. 7(a) depicts the reflection coefficient around its first zero in the complex

frequency plane for an ABH configuration without added mass. The path of the

zero in the complex frequency plane is also depicted according to the increase
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Figure 7: (a) Representation of log10(|RN |) for the ABH in the complex frequency plane

around its first zero. (b) Representation of log10(|RN |) in the complex frequency plane around

its first zero in the case with an added mass of thickness hm = hl. White dashed line

corresponds to the path of the zero when the thickness of the mass is increased. Blue, red and

black circles give the positions of the zero for the configurations ABH (hm = ht), hm = h0/2

and hm = h0 respectively. (c) Blue continuous, red dashed and black dotted lines show the

analytical reflection coefficient around the first real resonance frequency for the configurations

shown with circles of same color in (b). Blue, red and black circles show the numerical

validations. (d) Blue continuous, red dashed and black dotted lines show the analytical

reflection coefficient according to the real frequency for the configurations shown with circles

of same color in (b).
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of the mass thickness in Fig. 7(b). As the mass thickness increases, the added

mass effect in the termination increases too and the real frequency of the zero

decreases. Moreover, the zero moves to the real frequency axis as the mass

thickness increases. This is due to a localisation of the mode in the termination,

leading to a decrease in leakage and thus a decrease in the absolute value of

the imaginary frequency of the zero. In particular, the zero of the reflection

coefficient is located on the real frequency axis starting from hm = hN/2. The

critical coupling is therefore obtained and a perfect absorption of the incident

wave is observed at Re(f) = 80 Hz and Re(f) = 61.5 Hz for hm = hN/2 and

hm = hN respectively (see Fig. 7(c)). It is worth noting that the addition of mass

does not deteriorate the absorbing properties of the ABH at high frequencies

as seen in Fig. 7(d). These results highlight the possibility to improve the

absorption efficiency of an 1D termination by modifying its geometry and by

analyzing the position of the zeros of its reflection coefficient in the complex

frequency plane.

5. Conclusions

Absorption of propagative flexural waves by means of an 1D ABH termina-

tion is analyzed in this work in the case of a reflection problem. The ABH effect

is interpreted through the use of the complex frequency plane. The positions of

the zeros of the eigenvalues of the scattering matrix in the complex frequency

plane provide informations on the absorption properties of the ABH. The ABH

effect may be interpreted as a consequence of the critical coupling at one reso-

nance frequency of the ABH and of the broadband quasi-perfect absorption at

higher frequencies, thanks to the specific geometry of the resonator. This point

is the main conclusion of the paper since it provides a physical explanation of

the ABH efficiency. The understanding of this mechanism provides the keys to

the optimisation procedure of an absorbing termination. Two methods are pro-

posed to improve the absorption of a 1D ABH. The first consists in tuning the

losses introduced in the system by shaping the thickness profile of the coating
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layer. In doing so it is possible to control the losses introduced in the resonator

according to the real frequency. The second method relies on the addition of a

mass at the end of the ABH. The configuration of perfect absorption at the first

resonance frequency of the resonator can be obtained and controlled according

to the added mass by controlling the position of the corresponding zero in the

complex frequency plane.
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